Seeds by Design, the name says it all... we are the first production
company in the US to offer such a diverse line of vegetable and herb
seeds from heirlooms to hybrids, suited for the commercial grower to the
home garden trade. We offer more heirloom varieties than any other
production company as well as our own line of hybrids, including
peppers, tomatoes and vine seeds.

Fall Vegetables

Kale Lacinato

This primitive but attractive open kale
can be traced back to eighteenth century
Tuscany. This Italian region is known
for their flavorful vegetables. The ten
inch strap shaped leaves are dark grey
blue green and slightly puckered. Plant
with multi colored pansies in the spring
and fall for an unbeatable edible combination. Excellent winter variety in containers as well as beds, flavor and nutritional value is enhanced with frost and
cold weather

Carrot Parisian

58 days to maturating container carrot variety. Uniform deep red orange,
smooth, nearly coreless, 1 in., round
planet shaped, very sweet, 9-10 in.
tops, fine grained crisp flesh, Useful
home variety and fresh market variety, holds color for freezing.

Kale Red Russian

Red Streaked Mizuna

50 days to maturity. Dark green oak leaf
cut leaves, may be richer in vitamins
and minerals than other greens, red and
purple hues intensify after fall frosts,
give way to tender and sweet rich dark
green kale when cooked, also good raw,
very disease resistant. Grow with fall
and winter annuals for a colorful winter
garden.

The red sister to lime streaked mizuna.
This very frilled mustard is just beautiful.
Intense dark red color at a very small
stage. Add this for a burst of color to any
salad or planting bed. Also is well suited
for texture in a specialty braising mixture. Great color combination when
planted with calendula.

Broccoli Early Rapini

Cabbage Red Express

60 days to maturity. Plant early in
spring or fall, harvest before hot weather, no central head but many strapleaves and side shoots, looks like mustard with many dime-sized green buds,
early European branching variety for
tops and tender flower shoots, will not
over winter in cold climates.

53 days to maturity, very early to head.
The first super early open pollinated red
cabbage to be released in years, small
plant frame, dense, solid, oval heads,
dark purple red color, two to three
pounds, bred for Canada & Northern US.
Red Express is very adaptable to many
locations.

Beets Red and Gold Mix

Fifty, fifty blend of Detroit Dark Red
and Golden Detroit. Both have dual
use for roots and tops. Each has similar maturity dates estimated at fiftyfive days. This blend offers the best of
both worlds for gardeners and market
growers.

Cabbage Pack Choi

45 days to maturity, Chinese nonheading leaf type cabbage, These bulbous plants with large white midribs,
have slight mustard taste, cool weather plant, does best in early spring or
fall, long standing, used like celery or
for greens, common throughout most
of China and Asia.

Growers on the cutting edge of today's market trends ask for Seeds by Design
when looking for Organic, Heirloom or Hybrid vegetable seeds.
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